Patient Journey Map
Insured Adult, Urban Setting

Problem: Skin growth; Diagnosis: Skin cancer; Treatment: Skin Surgery

Problem Awareness

PCP Exam

Pre-Procedure

Specialist Exam

Bill Resolution

Post-Procedure

Procedure

12/15/15

Diagnostic Biopsy

Who Does
The Work

PCP

Specialist

10/29/15

12/8/15

Awareness of a problem, feeling
unwell, unable to return to good
health. Schedule appointment for
exam with PCP.

PCP Physical, referral to Specialist
for the problem.

Specialist examines
problem, orders biopsy.

I can’t get an
appointment with
a specialist for a
month! I hope
this problem’s
not serious.

This problem is not
going away. I have
to see my doctor.

Hospital MD
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8/15/15
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Experience

Post-procedure
Biopsy

Hospital MD

Specialist

$25

Medical
Events

Pre-procedure
Biopsy

Assisting
Diagnostic Biopsy

$0
12/23/15

1/7/16

Now I’m really
nervous. I have
to wait for the
biopsy results.

1/26/16

Surgeon repeats biopsy, examines
patient, explains procedure.

Specialist tells Patient about
biopsy results, refers Patient
to Surgeon at Hospital
for procedure.

2/18/16

Surgeon performs procedure with
assistance from 2 Anaesthsialogists,
and post-procedure biopsy.

Surgeon examines patient,
procedure is successful.

That went well. I
don’t have to stay
overnight.

5/1/16

My co-pay covers
most things when I
see my PCP.

2/15/16

I survived surgery.
Let’s find out how
much this is going
to cost me.

Here comes the
bills. I don’t
understand
the description.

3/3/16

3/22/16

2/10/16

Can’t tell you now,
we’ll call you back
in a few days.

2/15/16

This is not what I was
told to expect. What’s
going on now?

4/22/16

Now I have to
figure out how to
pay this bill!

The hospital charges $20,000 but
they are only allowed to charge
$3,190. You will have to pay this
amount. Along with other
charges this will take you over
your $4,000 deductible.

Insurance didn’t
call me back. I
already have one
bill from the
hospital that's
due in 2 days. I
better pay it now.

Who is this bill from?
I’ve never heard of this
place or this doctor!

1/15/16

Is it over now or
are there more
surprises? Should
I expect another
bill for that last
visit?

I received great
care but I still
don’t know what it
will cost me.

2/10/16

1/26/16

12/18/15

$0

2/5/16

The surgeon was
very reassuring.
I think this is
going to be okay.

I need surgery as
soon as possible!
What’s the best
hospital? What
are they going
to do to me?

$0

Hospital MD Team

Okay, I’ll just pay it
with my FSA card.

3/10/16

Why did it take 3
months to get this
bill?

Patient Facing

PCP Exam

Billing
Process

Billing Stream 1
PCP

10/29/15

EOB

11/25/15

12/15/15

Claim is approved,
the PCP is paid

No bill is sent to
the Patient

Specialist Exam

Why was the claim
denied? Will I have
to pay it later?

EOB

This journey map traces a patient’s experience
of a single healthcare event over a nine-month
period. Most of the actors and institutions
represented in the Ecosystem Diagram play a
role in this Patient Experience.
The experience follows a common path
through the US healthcare system: patient
sees her Primary Care Provider (PCP) for a
problem, PCP refers her to a Specialist, the
Specialist orders diagnostic tests, the Patient is
referred for surgery after a positive diagnosis,
the diagnostic test is repeated by the Hospital,
the Patient meets with the Surgeon, the procedure is performed by a Hospital Team, and
the Patient has a post-procedure exam with
the Surgeon. There are no significant errors
and no medical complications represented in
this journey.
This healthcare experience triggers six
different billing streams involving claims and
payments and bills between the Insurer, the
Patient, PCP, Specialist Practice, Labs,
Hospital system and a Third Party
administering the Patient’s FSA/HRA
accounts.
This journey map is provided as an example.
There are a multitude of variations that a
patient could experience in their medical
billing journey and all of the possible variations
are not represented here.

I still haven’t seen a bill yet. I
need to pay before 3/15 to use
money from my 2015 FSA.

I called the doctor’s billing
office. I called the FSA manager.
I haven’t see a bill yet.

EOB

$284.82
Billing Stream 2
Specialist

12/8/15

12/18/15

1/2/15

2/12/16

Specialist Lab
send Claim to
Insurer

Claim denied,
Provider ID
was missing

Claim is then
resubmitted
to Insurer

Claim is
Claim appears to be
approved, the
approved
Specialist and Lab
are paid

2/15/16

$72.30
12/15/15

3/10/16

Specialist and
Lab send Bill to
Patient

Billed: $284.82
Paid with with credit card, sent
in FSA form for reimbusement.

Yikes, I can’t use the card to pay
for an expense that occurred
during the previous year.

Lab

Billing Stream 3
Lab

3/5/16

12/20/15

Outside Lab send Claim is approved,
Claim to Insurer the Lab is paid

1/12/16

Outside Lab
sends Bill to
Patient

The money’s been removed
from my 2015 FSA so I guess
I did it right.

$72.30

1/15/16

2/15/16

Billed: $72.30
Not paid

2nd Notice: $72.30
Paid over the phone
with FSA card

2/25/16

3/2/16

Payment on FSA
card is denied

Resend FSA claim
form, uploaded to
Third Party Portal

Hospital Surgery

Billing Stream 4a
Lab

1/26/16

1/2/16

1/22/16

1/24/16

Hospital Lab
send Claim
to Insurer

Claim is
approved, the
Hospital Lab
is paid

Hospital sends
monthly Bill to
Patient

$253.56

$253.56
2/15/16

1st Bill:
$253.56
Pre-proc
biopsy

1st Bill: $253.56
Paid on Hospital
portal

$667.95
Billing Stream 4b
Services

1/7/16

1/8/16

1/10/16

Hopital send
Previsit claim
to Insurer

Claim denied,
lacking
referral letter
code

Claim is then Claim is
resubmitted approved, the
to Insurer
Hospital is paid

1/22/16

2/5/16

Hopital sends
Procedure
Services Claim
to Insurer

2/7/16

Some service
claims are
denied for
coding errors

2/15/16

3/18/16

3/20/15

3/22/16

Claim is then
resubmitted
to Insurer

All Claim are
finally approved,
the Hospital is
paid

Hospital sends
monthly Bill to
Patient

2nd Bill: $667.95
for pre-proc visit
and proc services

Where did this
money come from?
What’s it for?

EOB

Billing Streama 4c
Facilities

$3,858.32
2/5/16

Hopital sends
Procedure Services
Claim to Insurer

3/21/16

Claim is
approved, the
Hospital is paid

3/21/15

3/21/15

Check: $1,642.88
Deductable is
Maxed out. Check appears from
Third Party
is issued from
HRA Account

4/20/15

4/22/16

Hospital sends
monthly Bill
to Patient

3rd Bill: $3,858.32 for
pre-proc visit, proc
services & facilities

